StandUp Air

Our work station mats for office ergonomics are small, neat and specially designed for use with height-adjustable standing desks. StandUp Air has an extra soft, thick core for good load ergonomics for work standing up. The mat is very cushioning and strain relieving. The stylishly patterned surface layer is made of nitrile rubber, which makes it extra tough and hard wearing. StandUp Air is suitable for standing desks in offices, receptions and retail stores.

Properties:
- Very soft, cushioning and springy.

Material:
- Top layer of nitrile, underside of foamed nitrile rubber.

Thickness: 19 mm

Fire resistance class: -

Environment: Public environments, offices, shops, banks, receptions.

Care: Sweep, vacuum, wipe off with a mild detergent.

Art. no.:
- 77 x 53 cm 381995
- 99 x 53 cm - Air Big 381891
- StandUp Hook 382015

To make cleaning easier, hang the StandUp mat from the edge of a desk using StandUp Hook.